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Singular and Plural Nouns 

Words that mean one of something are singular nouns. 
Words that mean more than one of something are plural nouns. 

We add s or es to singular nouns to change them into plural nouns. 
ExAMPLES: bird » birds bus buses 

s. Fill in the blanks. 

ONE MORE THAN ONE ONE MORE THAN ONE 

1. dish_ dishes 6. doll dolls 

2. pencil Pencis box boxes 7. 

3. 0pple. apples giant ants 8. 

4. robot Loboks 9 CCompute Computers 

5. ox foxes 10 'COconut COconuts 

T. Fill in the blanks with the singular or plural of the given nouns. 

6. one ree but four trees 1. one cow but two cOws 

2. one book but three books 7. one cat but many cats 

8. one loer but six flowers 3. one table but a few ables 
9. one horse but eight horses 

4. one chair but nineChairs 

in�s 
10. onetigerbut several tigers 

5. one ring but a few. 

U. Fill in the blanks with the correct words from the brackets.

hens hens/ hen) on the farm. 
1. There are two 

branches (branch/ branches) of the tree had flowers. 

ball (ball / balls) in the playground. 
2. Six 

3. There was onne 

4. Nine Cows (cow/ cows) were grazing in the field. 

slars (star/stars) were twinkling in the sky. 
5. Many 

maches (match/ matches) last year. 
6. The team won ten 

7. There was one. Aomato(tomato / tomatoes) in the fridge. 
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V.Add a word from the box to make a new word. 

book pot berries 

brush melon ball shade 
board room man

rise fly 

7. classroom 1. strawberries 

2. tea pot 8. postman- 

3. storybssk 9. blackbaand 

4. foothall 
10. lamp&hade 

5. toothbrk 
11. sunrus, 

6. watermelon
12. butter3 

W. Fill in each blank with the noun which is different from the rest in the group 1. tree lion bush shrub 
lion 2. dahlia lily jasmine shop 
shap 3. cheese salt 

cream milk 
Salt 

4. Sun star 
moon bed 5. tomato candle potato onion 

blanket door C andle 
6. sheet 

pillow 
asor 
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